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Production KPI Report 
 
Introduction 
  
The Production KPI Report calculates and maps production KPI’s against Electricity, Gas & Water 
usage. The main features of the report are: 
• Summarize KPI metrics against calculated targets on a single page; 
• Breakdown & summarize each usage type and plot the usage vs production and calculated KPI; 
• Calculate % deviation from targets; 
• Create variable targets based on custom formulas entered directly into report parameters; 
• Optional fields for entering additional site & cause notes; 
• Multiple aggregation options – Day, Week, Month, Year; 
• Notification by email direct from the report when KPI targets are exceeded; 

  

Installation 
  
Installation of the Production KPI Report is seamless via the packaged installer. Simply run the 
‘Production Reports Trial‘ executable, follow the prompts and the new report pack is installed for 
you. 
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When running the installation, ensure you are logged in as a Windows Administrator or have 
administrator credentials to the SQL server instance. If you are logged in as an Administrator simply 
click next of the database connection dialog to proceed using these credentials. 
 

 
 

Configuration 
 The Report is installed like any other in the system, the reports parameters are illustrated below. 
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Title: This is the title to be shown at the top of the report; 
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Site Name: This is the text to be shown at the top of the column on the first (summary) page; 
 
Total Production: Select the appropriate Source(s) & Measurement(s) that relate to the production 
volume to be used in the Report. Hierarchies are also supported here; 
 
Production Multiplier: Enter a value if the logged production data requires scaling (e.g. kg -> 
tonnes). The default value is 1 (no scaling); 
 
Production Units Override: Enter a value representing the production units to be displayed in the 
tables & charts of the report, e.g. ‘tonne’; 
 
Electricity Consumption: Select the appropriate Source(s) & Measurement(s) that relate to the 
electricity consumption to be used in the Report. Hierarchies are also supported here; 
 
Electricity Multiplier: Enter a value if the logged electricity consumption data requires scaling (e.g. 
MWh -> kWh). The default value is 1 (no scaling); 
 
Electricity Units Override: Enter a value representing the electricity consumption units to be 
displayed in the tables & charts of the report, e.g. ‘kWh’; 
 
Electricity KPI Target: Enter the KPI Target formula to be used to calculate the target KPI values 
including target line on the Electricity usage page. The formula entered here is evaluated at run time 
and should be applicable to the selected aggregation interval (Day/Week/Month/Year). The formula 
field accepts the following optional external variables: 

• Production (specified as ‘P’) which evaluates to the amount of production calculated for the 
aggregation interval; 

• Temperature constant (specified as ‘T’) which is a lookup value that maps to the appropriate 
monthly constant specified as parameters below. Note that the calculation looks up the 
value for each interval so the correct constant is used for every timestamp. 

An example formula: ‘(-0.2675 *P) + (2.425 * T) + 716.3’ 
 
Gas Consumption: Select the appropriate Source(s) & Measurement(s) that relate to the gas 
consumption to be used in the Report. Hierarchies are also supported here; 
 
Gas Multiplier: Enter a value if the logged gas consumption data requires scaling (e.g. m^3 -> MJ). 
The default value is 1 (no scaling); 
 
Gas Units Override: Enter a value representing the gas consumption units to be displayed in the 
tables & charts of the report, e.g. ‘MJ’; 
 
Gas KPI Target: Enter the KPI Target formula to be used to calculate the target KPI values including 
target line on the gas usage page. The formula entered here is evaluated at run time and should be 
applicable to the selected aggregation interval (Day/Week/Month/Year). The formula field accepts 
the following optional external variables: 

• Production (specified as ‘P’) which evaluates to the amount of production calculated for the 
aggregation interval; 
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• Temperature constant (specified as ‘T’) which is a lookup value that maps to the appropriate 
monthly constant specified as parameters below. Note that the calculation looks up the 
value for each interval so the correct constant is used for every timestamp. 

An example formula: ‘(-0.00041 * P) - (0.012 * T) + 1.9’ 
 
Water Consumption: Select the appropriate Source(s) & Measurement(s) that relate to the water 
consumption to be used in the Report. Hierarchies are also supported here; 
 
Water Multiplier: Enter a value if the logged water consumption data requires scaling (e.g. m^3 -> 
kL). The default value is 1 (no scaling); 
 
Water Units Override: Enter a value representing the gas consumption units to be displayed in the 
tables & charts of the report, e.g. ‘kL’; 
 
Water KPI Target: Enter the KPI Target formula to be used to calculate the target KPI values 
including target line on the water usage page. The formula entered here is evaluated at run time and 
should be applicable to the selected aggregation interval (Day/Week/Month/Year). The formula field 
accepts the following optional external variables: 

• Production (specified as ‘P’) which evaluates to the amount of production calculated for the 
aggregation interval; 

• Temperature constant (specified as ‘T’) which is a lookup value that maps to the appropriate 
monthly constant specified as parameters below. Note that the calculation looks up the 
value for each interval so the correct constant is used for every timestamp. 

An example formula: ‘(-0.0019 * P) + 17’ 
 
Reporting Period: The period of time to retrieve and process data for; 
 
Aggregation Interval: Choose the interval for which you would like to aggregate the values by. 
Available options are Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly and are reflected in the charts; 
 
Include Data Warnings: Optionally show a table of any general data warnings encountered during 
the report processing; 
 
Notify On KPI Target Exception: Optionally send an email notification whenever the report is run 
(ad-hoc or via subscription) and one or more KPI target exceptions occur. A KPI Target exception is 
defined as any aggregation period where the production scaled usage exceeds the calculated target 
usage; 
 
Email Address: Enter comma separated email addresses to send a notification to when a KPI Target 
exception occurs; 
 
Email Subject: Enter the email subject line to be used when a KPI Target exception notification 
occurs; 
Report Colours: Select the colour in which to display the report; 
 
January…December Temp: These are the constant values (one per month) that can be substituted in 
to the KPI Target formulas when referenced; 
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Cause & Counter Measures: This is the text to be shown in the ‘Cause & Counter Measures’ field on 
the first (summary) page; 
 

Report Output 
 
Depending on what options are selected in the report parameters, the following charts are rendered 
using the same normalized dataset as calculated. 
 

Summary Page 
 
The first page gives a summary for each of the consumption types for the entire reporting period. 
The metrics are calculated as follows: 
 

 
 
Usage Unit / Production Unit: This is the overall production normalized value for the period, i.e. the 
sum of all Electricity/Gas/Water usage divided by the sum of all production. Note that the 
background colour changes based on the deviation of this value from the KPI Target as follows: 

• 10% or more under Target – Green; 

• +/- 10% of Target – Yellow; 

• 10% or more above Target – Red; 
 
Site Target: This is the overall KPI Target value, calculated as per the supplied formula for the entire 
period. For example, if the formula was specified as ‘(-0.2675 *P) + (2.425 * T) + 716.3’, the total 
production was 500 tonnes and run for January then it would evaluate to: (-0.2675 * 500) + (2.425 * 
21) + 716.3 = 633.475. 
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Deviation %: This is the percentage deviation of the usage KPI vs the Target KPI. If the Usage is under 
target, then a negative value is displayed, similarly a value of 0% would indicate being exactly on 
target. 
 

Usage Breakdown Charts 
 
The following pages show a breakdown per usage type, the first being Electricity, then Gas and 
Water. The top bar presents a summary for the usage type for the entire reporting period: 
 

 
 
Total Electricity/Gas/Water: The total usage consumption for the entire reporting report based on 
the usage consumption and multiplier parameters. 
 
Total Production: The total production for the entire reporting report based on the Total Production 
and production multiplier parameters. 
 
Avg Electricity/Gas/Water per unit: This is an average of all the calculated ‘Energy Intensity Index’ 
intervals in the reporting period. The cell is coloured based on the deviation from the KPI target 
where 10% or more under target is green, +/- 10% of target is yellow and 10% or more above target 
is red. 
 
Avg KPI Target: This is an average of all the calculated KPI target intervals in the reporting period. 
 
Avg Deviation from Target: This is an average percentage deviation of all the ‘Energy Intensity 
Index’ (Usage KPI) vs the Target KPI in the reporting period. 
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Below the usage type summary is a chart which breaks down these same calculations to the selected 
aggregation interval. The x-axis represents the aggregation intervals that have been selected, the left 
y-axis represents the usage/production units and the right y-axis represents the production volume. 
 
The chart contains three series: 

• Production volume: The production volume is broken out per aggregation interval and is 
plotted against the right y-axis in the form of a column in the chart; 

• Energy Intensity Index: The Energy Intensity Index (Usage KPI) is broken out per aggregation 
interval and is plotted against the left y-axis in the form of a line in the chart; 

• Target Usage KPI: The Target Usage KPI is broken out per aggregation interval and is plotted 
against the left y-axis in the form of a line in the chart. Each point is evaluated according to 
the supplied formula per aggregation interval; 

 
The chart labels are all derived from the Unit override report parameters. If for any aggregation 
interval the Energy Intensity Index (Usage KPI) exceeds the Target KPI then the corresponding 
production volume column’s border is highlighted to indicate this. 
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Notification on KPI Target Exception 
 
When the Notify on KPI Target Exception is enabled and any usage KPI in any aggregation interval 
exceeds the corresponding KPI target an email of the following type is sent to the supplied email 
addresse(s). Each interval where the Target KPI is exceeded adds an additional line to the email 
indicating the details of the exception: 
 

 

 


